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The first NASA Spacelab Life Sciences mission (SIS-l) flew 5 June to 14 June 1991 on the orbiter Columbia . The purpose of the mission was to investigate the human body's adaptation to the low gravity conditions of space flight and the body's readjustment after the mission to the 1 g environment of earth. In addition to the life sciences experiments manifested for the Spacelab module, a variety of experiments in other scientific disciplines flew in the Spacelab and in GetAway Special (GAS) Canisters on the GAS Bridge Assembly. Several principal investigators designed and flew specialized aecelerometer sys tems to characterize the low gravity environment This was done to better assess theresultsof their experiments. This was also the Rrst flight of the NASA Microgravity Science and Applications Division (MSAD) sponsored Space Acceleration Measurement System (SAMS) and the fast flight OftheNASA Orbiter Experiments Office (OEX) sponsored Orbital Accel eration Research Experiment accelerometer (OARE). We present a brief introduction to seven STS.40 aecelerometer systems and discuss and compare the resulting data.
The fwst NASA Spacelab Life Sciences mission (SIS-l) flew 5 June to 14 June 1991 on the orbiter Columbia (mission STS-40). The purpose of the mission was to investigate the human body's adaptationto the low gravity conditions of space flight and the body's readjustmentafter the mission to the 1 g environment of earth. In addition to the llfe sciences experi ments manifested for the Spacelab module, a variety of experi menus in other scientific disciplines flew in the Spacelab and in Get Away Special (GAS) Canisters on the GAS Bridge Assem bly. To better assess the results of the various experiments, several principal investigators designed and flew aeceler ometer systems. This was also the rwst flight of the MSADsponsored SAMS and the first flight of the OEX-sponsored OARE. In the following section, we introduce seven accel erometer systems which measured and recorded acceleration levels during STS-40 and discuss the resulting data.
2. Aecelerometer Systems. Data. and l_e.,_Its
The STS-40 accelerometer systems to be discussed are listed in Table I 
GTE Gallium AJ_enide Crystal Growth Exneriment
The GTE experiment was designed to study the effect of redtr.odgravityonthegrowthofgallium a_enidesemionndmtor material. I The experiment was located in GAS CanisterG-052 and was oriented with the aecelerometer x-and y-axes parallel to those of the Orbim-and with the z-axes anti-parallel. A SundstrandQA -2000 sensor was aligned with the crystal gsowth axis (x-axis) wereusedinthey-andz andQA-1400 sensors directions. The measurement range for the system was lxl0 -5
clear to what extent the smooth reversal of attitude is the result units) were mounted in a three axis array on a one axis vibrating of a sequence of thruster firings or reflects a low frequency fabricated from mono-crystalline silicon and combined on a ometer experiment (SSMA) was to test a new type of highly hybrid subslrate with analog readout electronics. The microsensitive accelerometex in low-g to characterize the instrument structure and associated micro-electronics were sealed and performance. The system was designed to provide an engineermounted in a standard, 14 pin dual-in-line electronics package ing test demonstration of the sensors to prove suitability for as an integral unit. applications on future flights. The SSMA was located in GAS
The SSMA was designed to olin'ate in the range _ milli-g Canister G-021. The APU signals become evident at two times during Orbiterdescent:just before the deorbit bum andjust before the onset of annospheric drag. The 112 Hz IXaRAPdam wee averagedover one second intervalsmpermit c_ of the acceleration changes. A time history of Ibis period showsa shift at the ignitionof the fu-stAPU, a sensor saturation during deorbitburn,a s_,ond shiftat the ignition of the second and thixd APU, andthe onset ofdominant atmospheric drag.
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Aroundthe fizstAPUwansidon, a measurementofthedam shift shows a bias ofabout 15 lag. Datafromthesecondandthint APU transifiom show a shift of about 32 lag. It is at the second APU wansidon region that I-fiRAP is an in-flight calibration performed. isin_ This32IJgshift in the calibrafio_ aerodynamic
The shifts z-axis signal signal.
inthe acceleration are consistent with the shifts found in prior HiRAP missions.
2.7Space Acceleration Measurement System
The Space Acceleration MeastLrement System was devel oped tomonitorand measure the low-genvironmentofMSAD spon_red scietw.epayloads on theOrbiter. 14,15 
